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A New Family of Extended Generalized Quadrangles of Order
(q + 1, q − 1)
SIAW-LYNN NG† AND PETER R. WILD
In this paper we show that any dual of the family S of planes defined by Yoshiara [6] also satisfies
the same conditions. We present a new family Y ′(O) of extended generalized quadrangles of order
(q + 1, q − 1) constructed from the dual of the Yoshiara construction S(O) [6] and show that each
such extended generalized quadrangle is an extension of the dual of the Tits quadrangle T ∗2 (O), whereO is a hyperoval whose o-polynomial is a monomial.
c© 2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
An extended generalized quadrangle EGQ(s, t) of order (s, t) is a connected geometry with
three types of elements, points, lines and blocks, belonging to the following diagram:
u u u
1 s t
points lines blocks
C
such that the point-residues are generalized quadrangles of order (s, t), the block-residues
are isomorphic to the complete graph on s + 2 vertices, and the line-residues are generalized
digons.
The residue of an element x of an EGQ 0 is denoted Res(x)0 . We say that 0 is an extension
of a generalized quadrangle S if Res(x)0 ∼= S for all points x of 0. If 0˜ and 0 are two EGQs, a
covering of 0˜ to 0 is an incidence-preserving map σ inducing an isomorphism from Res(x)0˜
to Res(xσ )0 for every element x of 0˜. We say that 0 is simply connected if it does not admit
a proper cover, that is, a cover for which σ is not an isomorphism. We call 0˜ an m-fold cover
of 0 and 0 an m-fold quotient of 0˜, if all fibres of σ have size m. We refer the reader to [4]
for details.
In [6], Yoshiara constructed a family of EGQ(q + 1, q − 1) from a family of planes S
in PG(5, q), q even, satisfying conditions (†) (see Section 2 below). There are two known
constructions of S, one denoted S(O), by Yoshiara [6], from a hyperovalO in PG(2, q), and
another, denoted S(K), by Thas [5], from a (q + 1)-arc K in PG(3, q).
Here we present a new family Y ′(O) of EGQ(q + 1, q − 1) which is constructed from the
dual of the family S(O), where O has an o-polynomial of the form F(x) = xk , k an integer.
In [5], Thas showed that both the constructions from S(O) and S(K) admit q-fold quotients.
We show that this new family Y ′(O) also admits a q-fold quotient.
In Section 2, we describe briefly the known constructions. In Section 3 we prove the result
that a dual of S also satisfies conditions (†). Section 4 describes a coordinatization of S. In
Section 5, we present the new family Y ′(O) and in Section 6, we show that this new family
admits a q-fold quotient.
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2. THE CONSTRUCTION Y(S) BY YOSHIARA
Let S = {pio, . . . , piq+2} be a set of q + 3 planes in PG(5, q), q even, such that:
(a) the intersection of two planes pii , pi j in S is a point for all
i , j = 0, . . . , q + 2, i 6= j ;
(b) the set Oi = {pii ∩ pi j | j ∈ {0, . . . , q + 2} \ {i}} is a hyperoval
in pii for all i = 0, . . . , q + 2; and
(c) the planes in S span PG(5, q).
 (†)
From S, Yoshiara constructed an EGQ(q + 1, q − 1), denoted Y(S), as follows.
Let 6 denote the 5-space containing S and let 6 be embedded as a hyperplane in a six-
dimensional projective space PG(6, q). Let
G2 = the set of projective points in PG(6, q) \6,
G1 = the set of projective lines of the form 〈pii ∩ pi j , P〉,
pii , pi j ∈ S, pii 6= pi j and P ∈ G2,
G0 = the set of projective 3-spaces of the form 〈pii , P〉,
where pii ∈ S and P ∈ G2.
Then G0, G1 and G2 are, respectively, the points, lines and blocks of an EGQ(q + 1, q − 1)
Y(S) with q3(q + 3) points, q5(q + 3)(q + 2)/2 lines, q6 blocks, and incidence given by
symmetrized inclusion. The residue of a point 〈pii , P〉 is isomorphic to the dual of the Tits
quadrangle T ∗2 (Oi ) for i = 0, . . . , q+2. We refer the reader to [6] for details of the properties
of Y(S).
In [5] it was shown that if there is a point Po in PG(5, q) which is not contained in any
of the hyperplanes 〈pii , pi j 〉, i 6= j , then, by projecting pii from Po onto a hyperplane H not
containing Po, the set of planes {α0, . . . , αq+2}, where αi is the projection of pii , only satisfies
conditions (a) and (b) of (†) in PG(4, q). By embedding PG(4, q) as a hyperplane in a 5-
space PG(5, q), an EGQ(q + 1, q − 1) 0′ with q2(q + 3) points, q4(q + 3)(q + 2)/2 lines
and q5 blocks can be constructed.
Let 6′ denote the 4-space containing {α0, . . . , αq+2} and let 6′ be embedded as a hyper-
plane in a 5-space PG(5, q). Then the points, lines and blocks of the EGQ(q + 1, q − 1) 0′
are, respectively, G′0, G′1 and G′2, where
G′2 = the set of projective points in PG(5, q) \6′,
G′1 = the set of projective lines of the form 〈αi ∩ α j , P〉, αi 6= α j , P ∈ G′2,
G′0 = the set of 3-spaces of the form 〈αi , P〉, P ∈ G′2.
Suppose now that 6 is a 5-space containing a set of q + 3 planes S satisfying conditions (†),
and suppose that there is a point of projection Po in6 not contained in any hyperplane spanned
by pairs of planes of S. If 0 is the EGQ constructed by embedding 6 in PG(6, q), then, by
choosing another hyperplane 6¯ of PG(6, q) not containing Po, 0 can be projected from Po
onto 6¯, and this projection is the EGQ 0′. Hence 0 is a q-fold covering of 0′ and conversely,
0′ is a q-fold quotient of 0. We refer the reader to [5] for details.
2.1. The construction S(O) by Yoshiara. In [6], Yoshiara constructed as follows a set of
q + 3 planes S(O) in PG(5, q), q even, satisfying conditions (†). Let O be a hyperoval of
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PG(2, q), q even, and let O∗ be its dual. Let φ be a bijection from the points of PG(2, q)
onto the Veronese surface V42 in PG(5, q):
φ : PG(2, q)→ PG(5, q)
(x0, x1, x2) 7→ (x20 , x21 , x22 , x0x1, x1x2, x0x2).
The q + 2 lines of O∗ are mapped by φ onto q + 2 conics C0, . . . , Cq+1 of V42 and if Ni is
the nucleus of the conic Ci , then the set {N0, N1, . . . , Nq+1} is a hyperoval in the nucleus
of V42 . (See [3] for a detailed description of the Veronese surface.) Let pii be the conic plane
containing the hyperoval Oi = Ci ∪ {Ni }, i = 0, . . . , q + 1, and let piq+2 be the nucleus of
V42 containing Oq+2 = {N0, N1, . . . , Nq+1}. Then the set of planes {pi0, . . . , piq+2} satisfies
conditions (†). The hyperovals Oi , i = 0, . . . , q + 1, are regular, while the hyperoval Oq+2
is projectively equivalent to the dual of O∗. We shall use S(O) to denote this family of q + 3
planes.
The point-residue of a point 〈pii , P〉 of the extended generalized quadrangle resulting from
this construction is isomorphic to the dual of the Tits quadrangle T ∗2 (Oi ), i ∈ {0, . . . , q + 2}.
In particular, if O is a regular hyperoval, then the resulting EGQ is the extension of the dual
of T ∗2 (O).
In [5], Thas showed that if P is one of the (q2−q)/2 points of V42 not contained in a plane ofS(O), then P is not contained in any hyperplane spanned by pairs of planes of S(O). Hence
S(O) admits a point of projection and the resulting EGQ admits a q-fold quotient.
2.2. The construction S(K) by Thas. In [5], Thas constructed another set of q + 3 planes
satisfying conditions (†) using the Klein correspondence. The Klein map θ maps the set of
lines of PG(3, q) bijectively onto the points on the Klein quadric in PG(5, q). (See [1] for
more details.)
Let K be a (q + 1)-arc of PG(3, q), q even and q > 2. Then K can be written in the form
{(1, t, t2m , t2m+1) | t ∈ G F(q)} ∪ {(0, 0, 0, 1)}
with q = 2h , (m, h) = 1, 1 ≤ m ≤ h − 1. Let K = {P0, . . . , Pq}. Through each point Pi
of K there pass exactly two special unisecants li , mi of K at Pi such that for each j 6= i , the
planes 〈Pj , li 〉, 〈Pj ,mi 〉 meet K in only Pi and Pj . The special unisecants can be labelled in
such a way that {l0, . . . , lq} and {m0, . . . ,mq} are the systems of generators of a hyperbolic
quadric. Let (Pi Pj )θ = Pi j , lθi = L i and mθi = Mi . For each i ∈ {0, . . . , q}, the q + 2
points in PG(5, q) {L i ,Mi , Pi j | j ∈ {0, . . . , q} \ {i}} form a hyperoval Oi of a plane pii
of the Klein quadric. Furthermore, {L0, . . . , Lq} is a conic Cq+1 of some plane piq+1 and
{M0, . . . ,Mq} is a conic Cq+2 of some plane piq+2, and N = piq+1 ∩ piq+2 is the common
nucleus of Cq+1 and Cq+2. The set of planes {pi0, . . . , piq+2} satisfies conditions (†). The
hyperovals Oi , i = 0, . . . , q, are projectively equivalent to
O˜ = {(1, t, t2m ) | t ∈ G F(q)} ∪ {(0, 0, 1), (0, 1, 0)},
while the hyperovals Cq+1 ∪ {N }, Cq+2 ∪ {N } are regular. We shall use S(K) to denote this
family of q + 3 planes.
The point-residue of a point 〈pii , P〉, i ∈ {0, . . . , q}, of the EGQ resulting from this con-
struction is isomorphic to the dual of T ∗2 (O˜) while the point-residue of a point 〈pii , P〉,
i = q + 1 or q + 2, is isomorphic to the dual of T ∗2 (O), where O is a regular hyperoval.
This EGQ is isomorphic to that constructed from S(O) if and only if O is regular and K is
the twisted cubic. It was shown in [5] that the image under θ of an imaginary chord of K is a
point of projection and hence this EGQ also admits a q-fold quotient.
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3. THE DUAL OF S
We show that if S is any set of q + 3 planes in PG(5, q), q even, satisfying conditions (†),
then any dual S ′ of S also satisfies conditions (†).
Let S ′ be a dual of S, that is, S ′ is a set of q + 3 planes {pi ′0, . . . , pi ′q+2} such that:
(a′) every pair of planes pi ′i , pi ′j in S ′ span a hyperplane;(b′) for each i ∈ {0, . . . , q + 2}, the set O′i = {〈pi ′i , pi ′j 〉 | j ∈ {0, . . . , q + 2} \ {i}} is a dual
hyperoval containing pii , that is, a set of q + 2 hyperplanes containing pii such that no
three have a 3-space in common; and
(c′) the intersection of the planes in S ′ is the empty space.
THEOREM 3.1. The dual S ′ of S satisfies conditions (†).
PROOF. Firstly, condition (a) of (†) follows from condition (a′) since
dim (pi ′i ∩ pi ′j ) = dim pi ′i + dim pi ′j − dim (〈pi ′i , pi ′j 〉) = 2+ 2− 4 = 0,
so pi ′i ∩ pi ′j is a point.
To prove condition (c) of (†), we show that every three planes in S ′ span PG(5, q). Suppose
that there are three planes pi ′i , pi ′j , pi ′k in S ′ spanning a hyperplane. Then 〈pi ′i , pi ′j 〉 = 〈pi ′i , pi ′k〉,
but by (b′), they are supposed to be distinct. Hence the planes of S ′ span PG(5, q).
To prove condition (b) of (†), we first show that for any fixed i , pi ′i ∩ pi ′j , j ∈ {0, . . . , q +
2} \ {i}, are distinct points.
Suppose that pi ′i ∩ pi ′j = pi ′i ∩ pi ′k = P for some point P on pi ′i and j 6= k. Let pi ′h ∈
S ′ \ {pi ′i , pi ′j , pi ′k}. Then by (a), pi ′h meets pi ′i , pi ′j and pi ′k each in exactly one point, so we have
either pi ′h meets pi ′i , pi ′j and pi ′k in three distinct points or in the same point P . For the first case,
we have
〈pi ′h, pi ′i 〉 ∩ 〈pi ′h, pi ′j 〉 = 〈pi ′h, pi ′i ∩ pi ′j 〉 = 〈pi ′h, P〉,
〈pi ′h, pi ′i 〉 ∩ 〈pi ′h, pi ′k〉 = 〈pi ′h, pi ′i ∩ pi ′k〉 = 〈pi ′h, P〉,
so the three hyperplanes 〈pi ′h, pi ′i 〉, 〈pi ′h, pi ′j 〉 and 〈pi ′h, pi ′k〉 all contain the 3-space 〈pi ′h, P〉, which
contradicts (b′). So we must have the second case. However, since pi ′h is arbitrary, every plane
in S ′ meets in the point P , which contradicts (c′). This proves that pairs of planes meet in
distinct points.
Let pi ′i ∩ pi ′j = Pi j , pi ′i ∩ pi ′k = Pik , pi ′i ∩ pi ′h = Pih . We show that Pi j , Pik , Pih are not
collinear. Suppose on the contrary that Pi j , Pik and Pih lie on a line l on pi ′i . From above, Pi j ,
Pik and Pih are distinct, and pi ′h meets pi ′j and pi ′k each in a distinct point. Then,
〈pi ′j , pi ′i 〉 ∩ 〈pi ′j , pi ′k〉 = 〈pi ′j , Pik〉 = 〈pi ′j , l〉,
〈pi ′j , pi ′i 〉 ∩ 〈pi ′j , pi ′h〉 = 〈pi ′j , Pih〉 = 〈pi ′j , l〉.
This means that 〈pi ′j , pi ′i 〉, 〈pi ′j , pi ′k〉 and 〈pi ′j , pi ′h〉 contain a 3-space 〈pi ′j , l〉, which contradicts
condition (b′). This proves condition (b) of (†). 2
COROLLARY 3.2. The set of planes S satisfies conditions (a′), (b′) and (c′).
It can be shown that, for the Thas construction S(K), the q + 1 planes pii , i ∈ {0, . . . , q},
are fixed while the planes piq+1, piq+2 are exchanged by the null polarity induced by the Klein
quadric. Hence S(K) is self-dual. We show later in Section 5 that this is not the case with the
Yoshiara construction S(O), In fact, a new family of EGQ(q + 1, q − 1) arises from the dual
of S(O).
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4. A COORDINATIZATION OF S
Let pi1, pi2, pi3 be three arbitrary planes of S. For i = 0, . . . , 5, let Ei denote the unit vector
of length 6 with 1 in the (i + 1)th place. Since we may choose any six independent points in
PG(5, q) as six of the seven fundamental points, we choose pi1 ∩ pi3 = E0, pi1 ∩ pi2 = E1,
pi2 ∩ pi3 = E2 and let the hyperovals Oi on pii be
O1 = {Ax = ( f (x), x, 0, 1, 0, 0) | x ∈ G F(q)} ∪ {E0, E1},
O2 = {Bx = (0, g(α(x)), α(x), 0, 1, 0) | x ∈ G F(q)} ∪ {E1, E2},
O3 = {Cx = (β(x), 0, h(β(x)), 0, 0, 1) | x ∈ G F(q)} ∪ {E0, E2},
where f , g, h are o-polynomials and α, β are permutations of G F(q) such that for each
x ∈ G F(q),
pi(x) = 〈Ax , Bx ,Cx 〉 ∈ S,
so that S = {pi1, pi2, pi3, pi(x) | x ∈ G F(q)}. The plane pi(x) then has equations
x0 + f (x)x3 + β(x)x5 = 0,
x1 + xx3 + g(α(x))x4 = 0,
x2 + α(x)x4 + h(β(x))x5 = 0.
The choice of the remaining fundamental points that makes this possible is as follows. We
may choose pi1 ∩ pi(0) = E3, pi2 ∩ pi(0) = E4, pi3 ∩ pi(0) = E5, and so we have f (0) =
g(0) = h(0) = α(0) = β(0) = 0.
Finally, we may choose the seventh fundamental point (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1) to be a point on the
line
l : 〈pi2 ∩ pi(1), E0, E3, E5〉 ∩ 〈pi3 ∩ pi(1), E1, E3, E4〉.
A point on l \ {E3} has the form(
β(1),
h(β(1))g(α(1))
α(1)
, h(β(1)), 0,
h(β(1))
α(1)
, 1
)
+ λE3, λ ∈ G F(q),
so we may take β(1) = h(1) = α(1) = g(1) = 1. By the next result, f (1) = 1 as well.
THEOREM 4.1. If S is coordinatized as above with o-polynomials f , g, h and permutations
α, β, then for all x, y ∈ G F(q), x 6= y,
( f (x)+ f (y))(g(α(x))+ g(α(y)))(h(β(x))+ h(β(y)))
(x + y)(α(x)+ α(y))(β(x)+ β(y)) = 1.
PROOF. Since every pair of planes pi(x), pi(y), spans a hyperplane, we have∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
f (x) x 0 1 0 0
0 g(α(x)) α(x) 0 1 0
β(x) 0 h(β(x)) 0 0 1
f (y) y 0 1 0 0
0 g(α(y)) α(y) 0 1 0
β(y) 0 h(β(y)) 0 0 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= 0
which gives the required equation. 2
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Let x , y ∈ G F(q), x 6= y. Then,
pi(x) ∩ pi(y) = g(α(x))+ g(α(y))
x + y Ax + Bx +
( f (x)+ f (y))(g(α(x))+ g(α(y)))
(β(x)+ β(y))(x + y) Cx .
For any pi(x) ∈ S, the points pi(x) ∩ pi(y), y ∈ G F(q) \ {x}, together with pi(x) ∩ pii ,
i = 1, 2, 3, form a hyperoval on pi(x). Hence, if σx is the permutation of G F(q) with
σx : g(α(x))+ g(α(y))
x + y 7→
( f (x)+ f (y))(g(α(x))+ g(α(y)))
(β(x)+ β(y))(x + y)
and σx (0) = 0, then σx defines a hyperoval on pi(x). By dividing σx with the constant
( f (x)+ f (yx ))/(β(x)+β(yx )), where yx is the element of G F(q)\{x} such that (g(α(x))+
g(α(yx )))/(x + yx ) = 1, we obtain an o-polynomial σ ∗x ,
σ ∗x :
g(α(x))+ g(α(y))
x + y 7→
( f (x)+ f (y))(g(α(x))+ g(α(y)))(β(x)+ β(yx ))
(β(x)+ β(y))(x + y)( f (x)+ f (yx )) .
Similarly, the equations for 〈pii , pi(x)〉, i = 1, 2, 3, and 〈pi(x), pi(y)〉, x, y ∈ G F(q), x 6= y,
are
〈pi2, pi(x)〉 = [1, 0, 0, f (x), 0, β(x)] = Lx ,
〈pi3, pi(x)〉 = [0, 1, 0, x, g(α(x)), 0] = Mx ,
〈pi1, pi(x)〉 = [0, 0, 1, 0, α(x), h(β(x))] = Nx ,
〈pi(x), pi(y)〉 = (g(α(x))+ g(α(y)))(h(β(x))+ h(β(y)))
(α(x)+ α(y))(β(x)+ β(y)) Lx +
Mx + (g(α(x))+ g(α(y)))
(α(x)+ α(y)) Nx ,
where [a0, a1, a2, a3, a4, a5] are the dual coordinates of the hyperplane with equation
a0x0 + a1x1 + a2x2 + a3x3 + a4x4 + a5x5 = 0,
that is, the hyperplane
{(x0, x1, x2, x3, x4, x5) ∈ PG(5, q) | a0x0 + a1x1 + a2x2 + a3x3 + a4x4 + a5x5 = 0}.
By Corollary 3.2, the hyperplanes 〈pi(x), pi(y)〉, y ∈ G F(q) \ {x}, together with 〈pi(x), pii 〉,
i = 1, 2, 3, form a dual hyperoval through pi(x), so if τx is the permutation of G F(q) with
τx : (g(α(x))+ g(α(y)))
(α(x)+ α(y)) 7→
(h(β(x))+ h(β(y)))(g(α(x))+ g(α(y)))
(β(x)+ β(y))(α(x)+ α(y)) ,
and τx (0) = 0, then τx is a dual hyperoval through pi(x). By dividing τx with the constant
(h(β(x)) + h(β(zx )))/(β(x) + β(zx )), where zx is the element of G F(q) \ {x} such that
(g(α(x))+ g(α(zx )))/(α(x)+ α(zx )) = 1, we have the o-polynomial τ ∗x ,
τ ∗x :
(g(α(x))+ g(α(y)))
(α(x)+ α(y)) 7→
(h(β(x))+ h(β(y)))(g(α(x))+ g(α(y)))(β(x)+ β(zx ))
(β(x)+ β(y))(α(x)+ α(y))(h(β(x))+ h(β(zx ))) .
If we let f ′ = f ◦ β−1, g′ = g ◦ α, h′ = h ◦ β ◦ α−1, then since for each pii , i = 1, 2, 3, the
hyperplanes 〈pii , pi(x)〉, x ∈ G F(q), form a dual hyperoval, f ′, g′ and h′ are o-polynomials.
By Theorem 4.1 and all the above observations, we see that if conditions (†) hold, then
the permutations α, β and the o-polynomials h, h′, σ ∗x , τ ∗x , x ∈ G F(q), can be written in
terms of the o-polynomials f , g, f ′, g′ and, conversely, such a collection of permutations and
o-polynomials determines a set of q + 3 planes of PG(5, q) satisfying conditions (†). Hence
we have the following result.
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THEOREM 4.2. Let f , g, f ′, g′ be o-polynomials. In addition, let f (1) = f ′(1) = g(1) =
g′(1) = 1. Let α = g−1 ◦g′ and β = f ′−1 ◦ f . Then there is a set of q+3 planes in PG(5, q)
satisfying conditions (†) if and only if there exist o-polynomials h, σ ∗x , τ ∗x such that:
(a) for all x ∈ G F(q),
h(β(x)) = x α(x) β(x)f (x) g(α(x))
and for all x, y ∈ G F(q), x 6= y,
h(β(x))+ h(β(y)) = (x + y)(α(x)+ α(y))(β(x)+ β(y))
( f (x)+ f (y))(g(α(x))+ g(α(y))) ;
(b) the function h′ = h ◦ β ◦ α−1 is an o-polynomial; and
(c) for each x ∈ G F(q),
σ ∗x :
g(α(x))+ g(α(y))
x + y 7→
( f (x)+ f (y))(g(α(x))+ g(α(y)))(β(x)+ β(yx ))
(β(x)+ β(y))(x + y)( f (x)+ f (yx )) ,
τ ∗x :
(g(α(x))+ g(α(y)))
(α(x)+ α(y)) 7→
(h(β(x))+ h(β(y)))(g(α(x))+ g(α(y)))(β(x)+ β(zx ))
(β(x)+ β(y))(α(x)+ α(y))(h(β(x))+ h(β(zx )))
for all y ∈ G F(q) \ {x}, where yx , zx are elements of G F(q) \ {x} such that
g(α(x))+ g(α(yx ))
x + yx =
g(α(x))+ g(α(zx ))
α(x)+ α(zx ) = 1.
5. THE COORDINATIZATION OF S(O) AND ITS DUAL
We adopt the notation in [2] and use D(F) to denote a hyperoval with o-polynomial F . In
particular, if F(x) = xk for some integer k, we write D(F) = D(k), and if D(k) and D(m)
are projectively equivalent, we write D(k) ∼ D(m). Similarly, we write D′(F) and D′(k) for
dual hyperovals.
We describe S(O) constructed from the hyperoval O = D(F) in terms of our coordinate
system: ifO∗ is the dual ofO = D(F),O∗ = {[1, t, F(t)] |t ∈ G F(q)}∪{[0, 0, 1], [0, 1, 0]},
then, using φ as defined in 2.1, the points on the line [0, 0, 1] are mapped to points on the conic
C1 on pi1:
(0, 1, 0) φ7−→ (0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0),
(1, 0, 0) φ7−→ (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0),
(1, x, 0) φ7−→ (1, x2, 0, x, 0, 0) =
(
1
x
, x, 0, 1, 0, 0
)
, x 6= 0.
The nucleus N1 of C1 is (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0). The o-polynomial f for O1 = C1 ∪ {N1} is hence
f (x) = 1
x
.
Similarly, a point (0, 1, x) on the line [1, 0, 0] is mapped to the point (0, 1
x
, x, 0, 1, 0
)
, on
O2 on pi2, so the o-polynomial g for O2 is g(x) = 1x . A point (x, 0, 1) on the line [0, 1, 0]
is mapped to the point
(
x, 0, 1
x
, 0, 0, 1
)
, on O3 on pi3, and the o-polynomial h for O3 is
h(x) = 1
x
.
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For t ∈ G F(q)∗, the points on the line [1, t, F(t)] that are mapped under φ to points of pi1,
pi2, pi3 are as follows:
(t, 1, 0) φ7−→
(
t,
1
t
, 0, 1, 0, 0
)
= At ,(
0,
F(t)
t
, 1
)
φ7−→
(
0,
F(t)
t
,
t
F(t)
, 0, 1, 0
)
= Bt ,
(F(t), 0, 1) φ7−→
(
F(t), 0,
1
F(t)
, 0, 0, 1
)
= Ct .
Recall that pi(x) = 〈Ax , Bx ,Cx 〉. It follows that the line [1, t, F(t)], t ∈ G F(q)∗, is mapped
under φ to the plane pi( 1t ), and the permutations α, β are
α(x) = 1
x F
( 1
x
) , x ∈ G F(q)∗, α(0) = 0,
β(x) = F
(
1
x
)
, x ∈ G F(q)∗, β(0) = 0.
The (regular) hyperoval O(x) on pi(x), x 6= 0, is given by σx , while the hyperoval O(0) on
pi(0), the nucleus of the Veronese surface, is given by the o-polynomial σ0,
σ0 :
x F
( 1
x
)
x
7→
1
x
x F
( 1
x
)
F
( 1
x
)
x
,
that is, σ0(x) = F−1(x). Hence O(0) is indeed projectively equivalent to O∗. When there is
no danger of ambiguity we shall call these hyperovals the hyperovals associated with S(O).
Now we consider the case where F(x) = xk , that is,O = D(k), and we write S(O) = S(k).
From [2], there are five known infinite classes of hyperovals in PG(2, q), q = 2h , of the form
D(k): D(2); D(2n) with (n, h) = 1; D(6) with h odd; D(3 · 2(h+1)/2 + 4) with h odd; and
D(2(h+1)/2 + λ) with h odd, and λ = 2m if h = 4m − 1, λ = 23m+1 if h = 4m + 1.
For this case, the permutations α and β are
α(x) = 1
x · 1
xk
= xk−1, β(x) = 1
xk
= xk(q−2),
and their inverses are given by
α−1(x) = x 1k−1 , β−1(x) = 1
x
1
k
= x q−2k .
As for the o-polynomials for the dual hyperovals associated with S(k), we have:
(a) On pi2, the dual hyperoval
O′2 = {〈pi2, pi1〉, 〈pi2, pi3〉, 〈pi2, pi(x)〉 | x ∈ G F(q)}
has o-polynomial
f ′(x) = fβ−1(x) = f
(
x
q−2
k
)
= x 1k .
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(b) On pi3, the dual hyperoval
O′3 = {〈pi3, pi1〉, 〈pi3, pi2〉, 〈pi3, pi(x)〉 | x ∈ G F(q)}
has o-polynomial
g′(x) = gα(x) = g(xk−1) = x (q−2)(k−1) = xq−k .
(c) On pi1, the dual hyperoval
O′1 = {〈pi1, pi2〉, 〈pi1, pi3〉, 〈pi1, pi(x)〉 | x ∈ G F(q)}
has o-polynomial
h′(x) = hβα−1(x) = hβ
(
x
1
k−1
)
= h
(
x
k(q−2)
k−1
)
= x kk−1 .
(d) On pi(x), the o-polynomial for the dual hyperoval
O′(x) = {〈pi(x), pi〉 | pi ∈ S(k) \ {pi(x)}}
is given by
τx :
1
xk−1 + 1yk−1
xk−1 + yk−1 7→
(xk + yk)
(
1
xk−1 + 1yk−1
)
(
1
xk
+ 1yk
)
(xk−1 + yk−1)
,
that is,
τx : 1
(xy)k−1
7→ xy,
and so
τx (y) = y
q−2
k−1 .
By Theorem 8.28 of [2], if rr ′ ≡ 1(mod q−1), or (r−1)(r ′−1) ≡ 1(mod q−1) or r+r ′ = q ,
then D(r) ∼ D(r ′). Hence the dual hyperovals O′1, O′2, O′3 are all projectively equivalent to
O = D(k). The hyperoval D( q−2k−1 ) is projectively equivalent to D((q − 2)(k − 1)), so O′(x)
is projectively equivalent to O′3 and hence equivalent to O = D(k).
Let S ′(k) denote the dual of S(k), so that the hyperovals associated with S ′(k) are given by
f ′, g′, h′ and τx , while the dual hyperovals associated with S ′(k) are given by f , g, h and σx .
By Theorem 3.1 and the above observations, we have
THEOREM 5.1. The set of q + 3 planes S ′(k) satisfies conditions (†) and all the q + 3
hyperovals associated with it are projectively equivalent to D(k).
Hence we have
COROLLARY 5.2. In PG(2, q), q > 8, if D(k) is not a regular hyperoval, then S ′(k) is a
set of q + 3 planes satisfying conditions (†) which is not constructed from either the Veronese
map or the Klein map.
PROOF. If S ′(k) is constructed from the Veronese map, then at least q+2 of the hyperovals
associated with S ′(k) must be regular. If S ′(k) is constructed from the Klein map, then at
least two of the hyperovals associated with S ′(k) must be regular. However, since D(k) is
not regular, none of the hyperovals associated with S ′(k) are regular. Hence S ′(k) is not
constructed from the Veronese map or the Klein map. 2
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Therefore we have shown that ifD(k) is not a regular hyperoval, the dual S ′(k) of the Yoshiara
construction S(k) is a new family of q + 3 planes satisfying conditions (†). As a corollary of
Theorem 5.1, we also have
COROLLARY 5.3. The EGQ Y ′(O) = Y ′(k) resulting from S ′(k) is an extension of the
dual of the Tits quadrangle T ∗2 (O), where O = D(k).
COROLLARY 5.4. The set of q+3 planes S(O) constructed by Yoshiara using the Veronese
map is not self-dual in general.
6. THE EXISTENCE OF A q -FOLD QUOTIENT OF Y ′(k)
Both the Yoshiara and the Thas constructions (described in Sections 2.1 and 2.2) admit a
point of projection Po. We show here that the new family of q + 3 planes S ′(k) also admits
such a point by showing that there is a hyperplane not containing any of the points of the
hyperovals associated with S(k). Hence in the dual, there is a point not contained in any of
the hyperplanes spanned by pairs of planes of S ′(k).
We require another result from [3] on quadrics and the Veronese surface V42 .
RESULT 6.1. The quadrics of PG(2, q) are mapped under φ onto all hyperplane sections
of the Veronese surface V42 in PG(5, q). Specifically, the quadric Q(F) is mapped to the
intersection of the hyperplane
a00x0 + a11x1 + a22x2 + a01x3 + a12x4 + a02x5 = 0
with V42 , if
F(x0, x1, x2) = a00x20 + a11x21 + a22x22 + a01x0x1 + a12x1x2 + a02x0x2.
Using these results, we show that a singular quadric with only one rational point P on
PG(2, q) is mapped under φ to a hyperplane section of V42 which contains a point of the
hyperovals associated with S(k) only if P lies on a line of D′(k) in PG(2, q).
LEMMA 6.2. LetQ(F) be a singular quadric with only one rational point P = (p0, p1, p2)
on PG(2, q). If P does not lie on any line of D′(k), then Q(F) is mapped to a hyperplane
section of V42 which does not contain any point of Oˆ, where
Oˆ =
 ⋃
x∈G F(q)∗
O(x)
3⋃
i=1
Oi
 \ {O(0)},
that is, Oˆ consists of all the points of the hyperovals associated with S(k) not lying on pi(0).
PROOF. Let F(x0, x1, x2) = a00x20+a11x21+a22x22+a01x0x1+a12x1x2+a02x0x2. Suppose
that the image of Q(F) under φ contains a point
R = (r0, r1, r2, r3, r4, r5)
in Oˆ. Then,
a00r0 + a11r1 + a22r2 + a01r3 + a12r4 + a02r5 = 0.
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Since R is a point of a hyperoval on a member of S(k) \ {pi(0)}, R belongs to V42 and has a
preimage φ−1(R) = (R0, R1, R2) lying on a line of D′(k) in PG(2, q). So
(R20, R
2
1, R
2
2, R0 R1, R1 R2, R0 R2) = (r0, r1, r2, r3, r4, r5)
and F(R0, R1, R2) = 0. However, Q(F) has only one rational point P in PG(2, q), so
P = φ−1(R), which contradicts the assumption that P does not lie on any line of D′(k). So
the intersection of the image of Q(F) with V42 does not contain a point of Oˆ. 2
We show next that such a hyperplane section does not contain a point of the hyperoval O(0)
on pi(0).
Let (r, s, 1) be a point of PG(2, q) not on any of the lines of D′(k). Then we have
r 6= 0, s 6= 0, r + sx + xk 6= 0 for all x ∈ G F(q). (∗)
If x2 + λx + µ is an irreducible quadratic over G F(q), then the quadric Q(F), with
F(x0, x1, x2) = x20 + λx0x1 + µx21
has only one rational point (0, 0, 1) on PG(2, q) which lie on a line of D′(k). Applying the
involution S which maps (0, 0, 1) to (r, s, 1),
S =
( 1 0 0
0 1 0
r s 1
)
,
we have the singular quadric Q(G) with only one rational point (r, s, 1) in PG(2, q), where
G(x0, x1, x2) = x20 + µx21 + (r2 + λrs + µs2)x22 + λx0x1 + λr x1x2 + λsx0x2.
It is straightforward to verify that Q(G) is indeed a singular quadric having only one rational
point (r, s, 1). Under φ, Q(G) is mapped to the intersection of V42 with the hyperplaneH:
x0 + µx1 + (r2 + λrs + µs2)x2 + λx3 + λr x4 + λsx5 = 0.
Since (r, s, 1) does not lie on any line of D′(k), by Lemma 6.2,H does not contain any of the
images of the points on D′(k). It remains to be shown that H does not contain any point of
the hyperoval O(0) on pi(0):
O(0) = {(0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0), (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1)} ∪ {(0, 0, 0, x, 1, x 1k ) | x ∈ G F(q)}.
Now, H meets pi(0) in the line x3 + r x4 + sx5 = 0. Since by (∗), r 6= 0, s 6= 0, H does not
contain the points (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0), (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0) and (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1). As for the remaining
points, H contains (0, 0, 0, x, 1, x 1k ) if and only if x + r + sx 1k = 0. Suppose that H does
contain a point (0, 0, 0, to, 1, t
1
k
o ) of O(0) for some to ∈ G F(q), then
to + r + st
1
k
o = 0.
Let t = t
1
k
o . Then to = tk and
tk + r + st = 0,
which contradicts (∗). HenceH does not contain any point of the hyperoval O(0) on pi(0).
This proves that there is a hyperplane in PG(5, q) which does not contain any point of the
hyperovals associated with S(k). We therefore conclude that a point of projection exists for
S ′(k).
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COROLLARY 6.3. The EGQ Y ′(k) constructed from S ′(k) admits a q-fold quotient.
The question of whether the duals of the Yoshiara construction S(O) yield more new fami-
lies of planes satisfying conditions (†) for other hyperovals O whose o-polynomials are not
monomials is still open. The more general problem of constructing more families of planes S
in PG(5, q), using Theorem 4.2 or otherwise, also remains open.
ADDENDUM
We thank a referee for the following observation that the simply connectedness of the new
EGQ Y ′(k) follows from Theorem 1 [7] by Yoshiara:
REMARK. Let S(O) denote the Yoshiara construction and let S ′(O) denote its dual. Then
the EGQ Y ′(O) resulting from S ′(O) is simply connected except when q = 4, O = D(2),
and possibly when O is one of the family of Payne’s hyperoval.
Using the notations of [7], this follows from Theorem 1 [7] by taking X1 = pi ′(0), X2 = pi ′1,
X3 = pi ′3, X4 = pi ′2 and calculating β124 to be
β124(t) = h(β(t))
α(t)β(t)
, t ∈ G F(q)∗.
If O = D(F), then β124(t) = t/F(1/t), and taking s = t−1, β124(s−1) = 1/s F(s). Thus
the set of values of the function β124 for the EGQ Y ′(O) coincides with that obtained in
Sections 4 and 5 of [7]. The values of the function t F(t) additively generate G F(q) except
when q = 4, F(t) = t2 or possibly when F is one of the family of Payne, by two lemmas
in [7] on elementary arithmetic in finite fields. Hence it follows from Theorem 1 [7] that
Y ′(O) is also simply connected except for the above mentioned hyperovals O.
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